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INTRODUCTION

By letter dated March 11, 1991, New Hampshire Yankee submittet a request for
relief from the ASME Code, Section XI, Paragraph IWV-35?0, ' Tests for Check
Valves." Specifically, the relief request concerned full-stroke exercising of
the safety injection accumulator check valves and the combined safety
injection / residual heat removal check valves.

DESCRIPTION.AND. DISCUSSION

Relief.Peauest-V-42

The licensee has requested relief from the full-stroke exercising requirement
of IWV-3520 for valves V-6, V-21. V-36, and V-51 (Group 1 - safety injection
accumulator check valves), and V-5, V-20 V-35, and V-50 (Grcup 2 - combined
safety in.iection/ residual heat removal check valves). Alternatively, the
licensee has proposed to monitor the Group 1 check valves with non-intrusive
tests during low pressure accumulator bicws (all valves each refueling outage),
and to monitor the Group 2 check valves by partial stroke tests during cold
shutdown and non-intrusive tests during residual heat removal (RHR) or low
pressure accumulator blows (all valves each refueling outage).

Licensee's Basis for Relief

The Group I check valves cannot be full-stroke exercised quarterly with flow
during power operation because the safety injection accumulators have
insufficient pressure to flow into the reactor coolant system. Additionally,
these valves cannot be full-stroke exercised with flow during cold shutdowns
because the accumulator isolation valves (SI-V3, SI-V17. SI-V32, and SI-V47) are
required by plant technical specifications to be closed with power removed from
the valve actuators. Safety injection flow from the accumulators could also

] risk low-temperature overpressurization of the reactor coolant system.
|

| The Group 2 e eck valves cannot be exercised quarterly during power operation
because the residual heat removal pumps have insufficient pressure to flow into

i the reactor coolant system. Additionally, these valves cannot be full-stroke
exercised during cold shutdowns due to insufficient flow using the RHR pumps;I

I however, these valves will be partially stroked during cold shutdowns with RHR
pump flow.

I
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pronosed Alternative Testing

The licensee has proposed to monitor these check valves with a non-intrusive.
'

test method during certain flow conditions to determine if a forward
full-stroke exercise is achievable as follows'

Group 1: These check valves will be monitored during low pressure
accumulator blows at the frequency of all values each refueling outage.

; Group 7: These check valves will be monitored either by using residual
heat removal flow or during low pressure 8CCumulator blows at the-

i

frequency of all valves each refueling outage. In addition, these
valves will be partia'ly stroked during cold shutdowns, as stated in
the basis for relief,. and leakage tested to verify reverse closure as
required by plant technical specifications for reactor coolant pressure
isolation valves,

if non-intrusive testing is inconclusive in demonstrating a forward full-stroke
exercise, then a sampling disassembly at! inspection will be performed, in the
event that the disassembled valve's full stroke capcbility is in question, all -

valves in the group will be disassembled.'

FVALUATION

Groun-1 Vilves

These valves cannot be full-stroke or part-stroke exercised cuarterly during
power operation because the safety injection accumulators operating pressure is
less than the normal reactor coolant system (RCS) operating pressures which
prevents flow from the accumulators into the RCS, Additionally, the require-
ments of ASME Code,- Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3522 for full-stroke exercising
during cold shutdowns cf at be met within the conditions allowed by plant
technical specifications which require accumulator isolation valves (Sl-V3,

,

SI-V17, SI-V32, and SI-V47) to be closed with power removed from their
actuators in Mode 4 and Mode 5 when the accumulators are pressurized above 100
psig. Safety injection flow from the accumulators at cold shutdown could
result in low-temperature overpressurization of the reactor coolant system.

Groun.2. Valves

These valves cannot be exercised with flow quarterly during power operation
because neither the RHR pumps nor the safety injection accumulators can
establish flow into the RCS when at normal operating pressures. RHR flow is
established through these valves during cold shutdown, but this results in only

I a part-stroke exercise of the valves because RPR flow is less- than the design
accident flow rate for the combined safety injection accumulator and RHR low

| head injection. Accumulator flow cannot be established into the RCS during
cold shutdowns because the accumulator isolation valves are required to remain
closed by plant technical specifications, and discharge could result in a low-
temperature overpressurization of the RCS. Therefore, the requirements of ASME

| Code, Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3520 relating to test frequency and exercising
procedure cannot be met.,

|

|
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If the Code requirements were imposed, the licenste would be forced tn shutdown I

the plant every three months to exercise the valves in both groups.

Appendix S of the Seabrook SSER, NUREG-0896, approved relief requests for these.

valves (reference paragraphs 3.7.1.2 for Group 1 valves and 3.7.1.1 for Group
2 valves) relative to the frequency of full-stroke exercising. The alternative

; testing was to be a valve disassembly program on a staggered sampling basis
each refueling outage.

The licensee is currently proposing to utilire a non-intrusive method of full-
stroke verification during refueling rather than employing the disassembly
program. ASME Code, Section XI, Paragraph IWV-3522, requires that check valves
be exercised to the position required to fulfill their safety function. For
valves tested to the open position, confirmation that the disk moves away from
the seat shall be by visual observation, by electrical signal indicated by a
position indicating device, by full flow verification, or by other positive
means. The NRC staff believes that other positive means could include confirma-
tion of disk position by qualified methods, including non-intrusive niethods. -

Position 1 of Attachment 1 to NRC Generic Letter 89-04 provides guidance on
i

qualifying alternative techniques for meeting ASME Code requirements.
Therefore, provided the licensee's method is qualified, the Code requirements
for disk exercising (not including frequency) will be r>et ano relief from Code

i requirements is not necessary.

In the event non-intrusive testing is inconclusive to demonstrate a forward
full-stroke exercise, the licensee may continue to rely on the relief
previousiv granted to follow a sample disassembly program for these valves.

CONCLUSIONS
,

Rased on the impracticality of exercising these check valves in accordance with
the frequency required by ASME Code Section XI, the determination that the
licensee's proposed testing provides a reasonable alternative to the Code
requirements, and considering the burden on the licensee if the Code re
ments were imposed, relief may be granted pursuant to 10CFR50.55alg)(6) quire-i (i).
Regarding the test methods proposed to verify full-stroke exercising, NRC
Generic Letter 89-04 has provided guidelines to employ these methods or
alternatives, and, therefore, specific relief is not required.

Dated:

Principal. Contributor: P. L. Campbell,
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